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Hi!

I’m Kairi – co-founder and designer of 
Bold Tuesday. Nice to meet you! 

What you will get from this small e-book are 
9 practical, hands-on ideas you can use in 
your next coaching session. I will also cover 
some science behind vision boards and 
sprinkle in some real-life examples and 
reviews from our current professional 
customers. 

I’m so glad this material made its way to 
you and I hope you and your clients or team 
will get plenty of value from it.

Enjoy!



But do vision boards actually work? 
And is there any science behind them? 
The short answer is yes. And you’ve 
probably heard at least some of it.

The first concept to mention is visualization 
– a technique probably well known to you, 
and used, among others, by top athletes. 

For the brain, there is little difference 
between a strongly imagined vision and the 
actual experience of it happening. When 
athletes visualize their routine, they  
stimulate the same brain regions as when 
they physically perform that same action. 

The more they mentally rehearse their 
performance, the more it becomes 
habituated in their mind. 

But there is a catch. Research suggests that 
you also need to visualize the work that 
goes into the process, not just the positive 
result, as that might decrease overall 
motivation and performance. 

This is the main critique vision boarding 
gets – it can turn users into passive 
spectators of their own life. But now that 
you are aware of this you can avoid it and 
keep your clients or team on the right track.

What is a vision board and why does it work?

A vision board is a collage of images and texts that represents 
a person’s dreams and goals – a vision of the desired future. 
It helps clarify those dreams and goals, makes them concrete and 
tangible, and keeps them in focus.

I love using my Vision Board Reimagined products because it so easily 
helps reinforce the science of visualization. It is a powerful tool for 

creating massive results and the Bold Tuesday team has created such 
an impressive and easy to use product to support that endeavor. I use it 

in my personal life and with my coaching clients every single day.

Camille Osborn
Intuitive Business Coach for 7 figure earners



Bold Tuesday’s concept of the vision board aligns with my coaching 
philosophy as it encourages a beautiful unfolding. 

For me, vision- boarding is the discovery and curation of our deepest 
aspirations as we listen and submit to our highest calling. Visioneering 
is an ongoing process that can illuminate what is in our hearts, reflect 

how we choose to serve, and shift us into our dynamic purpose. 

Yanique Griffiths
The Vision Project Company Founder & Facilitator

The next concept is “value-tagging” – 
a brain process that imprints important 
things onto your subconscious and filters 
out unnecessary information. 

Have you noticed how you suddenly start 
seeing red cars everywhere after you’ve 
bought one, talked, or thought about one? 
That’s because red cars get a higher value 
tag. 

The same happens with goals, dreams, and 
opportunities. Creating a vision board 
allows the brain to be conscious of and 
focus on life goals and primes it to grasp 
opportunities that may otherwise go 
unnoticed. 

There is an extra point about images and 
the visual aspect of vision boards. The brain 
assigns a higher “value” to images than 
written words on a “to-do” list. 
The more you look at those images, the 
more those images move up in importance. 
Humans simply are visual creatures. 

And last but not least, there is also a fair bit 
of common sense. Few, if anyone would 
doubt the benefits and importance of 
imagining a positive future, setting concrete 
goals, and making a commitment to them. 
Whether a vision board supports all this is 
up to the creator. 

You can think of the vision board as an 
empty canvas – there are almost endless 
ways to create it, an unlimited number of 
things to include on it, and different ways to 
use it afterward. From a deeply spiritual and 
magical approach to the most practical and 
strategic one. 

So use the vision board in a way that best 
facilitates your needs and approach. Tweak, 
experiment, and creatively combine it with 
other methods.



✔ A vision board is a perfect method for visualizing the desired future together

✔ Gets your client’s or team’s imagination and creativity going

✔ Helps quieter people express themselves more easily 

✔ Keeps them motivated and focused on their goals

✔ Ideal for homework, an independent assignment, or team-building exercise

Why use a vision board for coaching?

Vision boards are great. 
But that doesn’t mean they come 
completely problem- or hassle-free. 
It can be a burden (literally) to gathers and 
carry around a ton of magazines, scissors, 
glue, and paper board for that purpose. 

And not everyone is craftsy or has an eye 
for visual aesthetics. The result can look like 
an art class assignment of a third-grader. 
So, instead of getting displayed in a 
prominent place, the vision board gets 
tucked away. Or worse, thrown out.



I introduced Vision Board Reimagined to some of my coaching clients 
as part of visualization exercises. We all liked the feel and style of the 
product (e.g. colors, chosen photographs). It's an inspiring and sleek 
tool, and while some of the card sleeves need a few swipes to reach 

optimal flexibility, it's a satisfying experience to use.

Mihkel Joasoo
Gallup Certified Coach & People Development Specialist

✔ It is ready to use & saves time – no need to gather or prepare materials. 

✔ You can use it over and over again

✔ You can use it remotely – ship it directly to your client

✔ Flexible – you can use it for different visualization exercises

✔ Looks professional, stylish, and mature

✔ Perfect "welcome" / onboarding or "graduation” gift

How is Vision Board Reimagined different?

Vision Board Reimagined is also convenient 
to carry around and the covers provide the 
privacy that traditional vision boards lack – 
they can be closed whenever needed.

Everything in the kit matches and looks 
good together. The board looks well 
organized and there’s no way to mess up 
the design. 

It’s premium quality – the covers are 
handmade from premium materials and the 
cards are thick, sturdy, and produced from 
sustainably sourced cardboard.

 

 



By traditional we mean a balanced mix of 
different life aspects, each image 
representing a goal or dream, and the 
finished vision board giving a full picture of 
your client’s vision of the desired future. 
The same goes for using the vision board in 
team-work – instead of a personal vision, it 
can be a vision for the whole company, a 
specific department, or team.

1. Create a traditional 
vision board

Let your client or team members put one 
goal in the middle of a page and around 

them organize 8 other cards, representing 
the necessary steps of getting there, 
images or words that represent inner 

resources, values, etc.

2. Work on a few 
goals more in-depth

Assign the top left corner as the beginning 
of the year or first action steps and the 
bottom right as the end of the year or the 
desired outcome. Map out possible 
obstacles, milestones, necessary resources, 
etc that your client will meet along the way.

3. Rethink the vision  
board as a timeline

Ideas for using Vision Board Reimagined: 



Use the halves for comparison or contrast. 
For example, one side for long-term and the 
other for short-term goals, one for business, 
the other for family life, or one for the 
current situation, and the other for the 
desired outcome. Search for new meaning 
and connections, looking at them side by 
side.

4. Make use of two 
halves of the board

Here’s one idea: use the top row of the 
board for goals and the two rows beneath 

it for action steps or resources. Or flip it 
around and organize them in columns.

5. Use the grid 
layout as a matrix

Use images to find the why behind your 
client’s goals. Take layout inspiration from 
the previous point: ask your client to list the 
motivation behind a goal underneath or next 
to the goals.

6. Go deeper



Having the board in a visible place keeps the 
habits in focus and the images add 
emotion. 
Get creative with the grid – mix in some 
why, inner resources, create small visual 
if-then plans, etc. There are almost endless 
possibilities.

7. Use it for 
habit formation   

Let your client or team use images to figure 
out new ways to use their strengths every 

week. Similar to the last point, visibility 
helps them remember their task and the 
images create an extra layer of emotion.

8. Use it for 
developing strengths

You can use Vision Board Reimagined for all 
kinds of exercises that benefit from visuals. 
Use the visualization cards for any kind of 
brainstorming – with or without the board. 
Get creative and mix it up with your current 
favorite tools!

9. Take a step further  
from the traditional   
vision board



I have used Vision Board Reimagined in executive coaching and my clients' positive 
feedback has inspired me to use it in the future in team coaching, mentoring, and 

supervision as well. 

The vision board has helped my clients visualize their strengths, resources, values, 
priorities, goals, and other aspects of life that help them experience more 

satisfaction and well-being in life. 

Vision Board Reimagined is not only visually beautiful but also a practical tool that 
has supported us throughout our coaching process. It's comfortable for clients to 

take the vision board with them when they come to coaching and use it, for 
example, to remember their resources and strengths in times of challenges, keep 

the focus on their priorities and make better value-based decisions.

Kaidi Peets
Supervisor, Executive & Team Coach, Mentor, 

International Supervision & Coaching Institute Co-founder & Lecturer



My mentee had a complicated relationship with their client. I asked him to 
describe how he wishes to make his client ideally feel, using creative visualization. 

My mentee chose one word (trust) from the Power Words deck. I asked him to place 
it in the middle of the board and surround it with images and words marking 

symbols that help achieve trust. E.g. strengths he already knows he has. 

It took only a short time to form a full image, which I then asked the mentee to 
describe and explain further. Describing helped him to imagine the desired 

situation and get in contact with his inner strengths and resources to design a 
more positive work life. 

Tiina Saar-Veelmaa
Happy Workplace OU founder & Work Happiness Advocator



Are you ready to test 
Vision Board ReimaginedTM 
with your clients or team?

 
Browse the vision board kits here! 

If you have any questions, ideas for cooperation, 
or just wish to get in touch, don’t hesitate to drop us a line: 

hello@boldtuesday.com

www.boldtuesday.com

http://www.boldtuesday.com/collections/vision-board-supplies
http://www.boldtuesday.com
http://www.instagram.com/boldtuesday
http://www.facebook.com/boldtuesday
http://www.linkedin.com/company/bold-tuesday



